The level and growth behavior of the 2 f1-f2 distortion product otoacoustic emission and its relationship to auditory sensitivity in normal hearing and cochlear hearing loss.
The 2 f1-f2 distortion product otoacoustic emission (DP) was measured in 20 normal hearing subjects and 15 patients with moderate cochlear hearing loss and compared to the pure-tone hearing threshold, measured with the same probe system at the f2 frequencies. DPs were elicited over a wide primary tone level range between L2 = 20 and 65 dB SPL. With decreasing L2, the L1-L2 primary tone level difference was continuously increased according to L1 = 0.4L2 + 39 dB, to account for differences of the primary tone responses at the f2 place. Above 1.5 kHz, DPs were measurable with that paradigm on average within 10 dB of the average hearing threshold in both subject groups. The growth of the DP was compressive in normal hearing subjects, with strong saturation at moderate primary tone levels. In cases of cochlear impairment, reductions of the DP level were greatest at lowest, but smallest at highest stimulus levels, such that the growth of the DP became linearized. The correlation of the DP level to the hearing threshold was found to depend on the stimulus level. Maximal correlations were found in impaired ears at moderate primary tone levels around L2 = 45 dB SPL, but at lowest stimulus levels in normal hearing (L2 = 25 dB SPL). At these levels, 17/20 impaired ears and 14/15 normally hearing ears showed statistically significant correlations. It is concluded that for a clinical application and prediction of the hearing threshold, DPs should be measured not only at high, but also at lower primary tone levels.